
Curr� � Cas� Men�
Shop 5, 670 Oxley Road, Graceville, Brisbane, QLD, Australia

(+61)732782993 - http://www.singhs-restaurant.com.au

The place from Brisbane offers 23 different menus and drinks on the card at an average A$25. What User likes
about Curry n Cask:

This is our favourite Indian restaurant. So pleased it’s local as well. Either take-away or dine in, never
disappointed. The choice on the menu is great whether you’re vegetarian/vegan or not. Tonight we shared the

vegetarian platter, and we also had a very fresh tasting Bombay Aloo. The other dishes were a kofta, a fish dish
and a lamb curry. We were very happy with all of them. read more. When the weather conditions is pleasant you

can also eat outside. What Чаалун Doe doesn't like about Curry n Cask:
the eating tastes nice, but like the other commentary, the hawn is dry and bland on it is itself. I have dessert the
meal of the couple on their menu. when I called to let them know that they forget to add it, they said that I came

back and pick up, but I got a call a minute later say that they no longer include it, although it says it is on the
menu and it is included in the price. probably do not come back from thi... read more. With original Indian spices

tasty dishes and sides like rice or naan, they cook fresh at Curry n Cask in Brisbane, The visitors of the
establishment also consider the comprehensive variety of various coffee and tea specialities that the

establishment offers. The Asian fusion cuisine is likewise an important part of Curry n Cask. Anyone who finds
the everyday and generally known menus too ordinary can here approach with a willingness to experiment and
try some exciting combination of ingredients enjoy, On the daily specials there are also several Asian dishes.
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Main�
ROGAN JOSH LAMB A$36

Vegetaria� dishe�
TADKA DAL A$29

Vegetaria� specialtie�
BOMBAY ALOO A$29

Biryan� Sp�ialitäte�
PRAWN BIRYANI A$35

Starter�
TANDOORI MUSHROOMS A$15

Vegetaria� Dishe�
VEGETABLE JHALFREZI A$29

Lam�-Sp�ialitäte�
DAL GHOSHT A$36

Sp�ialgericht�
TANDOORI PANEER TIKKA A$17

Asia� specialtie�
SAMOSA A$12

Asiatisc�-Indisch� Küch�
AALOO GOBI A$29

Vegetaria� starter�
MIX VEG BHAJJI A$15

Ad�-On�
BASMATI RICE BOWL A$6

Entre�
ONION BHAJJIA A$12

Comb� Offer� Optio�
VINDALOO LAMB A$36

Lamb / Beef
BHUNA LAMB- SPECIAL A$36

Chicke�
CHICKEN 65 A$23

SAAGWALA A$36

No�-Vegetaria�
EGG BHURJJI PAAV A$19

CHICKEN MALAAI TIKKA A$22

India�
CHICKEN DARTS A$22
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TANDOORI CHICKEN A$22

LAMB BIRYANI A$31

CHANA MASALA A$29
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